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The Science of Solar-Terrestrial Relations
Began With Mairan’s 1733 Book on the Aurora
The extraordinary Auroral Display
observed in much of Europe [but not in
cloudy Paris] on 6 March 1716 was
considered by E. Halley to be a purely
Terrestrial phenomenon of “Magnetic
Vapors” rising from the polar regions
into the sky.

1754

1678-1771

Following a similar
strong display in 1726
that caused great panic
in France, the French
Government charged
J.-J. Dortous de Mairan
to provide a scientific
explanation for the
display just like the
Royal Soc. had asked
Halley to give ten years
2
earlier.

Mairan’s Speculation About a
Solar-Terrestrial Relationship
p. 265

p. 264

Mairan speculated that the Aurora is due to the interaction of a material solar
atmosphere [extending out past the orbit of the Earth] and visible during total eclipses
and at other times as the Zodiacal Light. He raised the question whether the variation
of the number of sunspots were also related to variations of the solar atmosphere.
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The Diurnal Variation of the
Direction of the Magnetic Needle
Range

Made ~1000 observations

George Graham [London]
discovered [1722] that the
geomagnetic field varied
during the day in a regular
manner.
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Observations in the 1740s

Olof Petrus Hjorter
was married to Anders
Celsius’ sister and made
more than 10,000
observations of the
magnetic declination in
the 1740s.

Right: Hjorter’s measurements of the magnetic declination at
Uppsala during April 8-12, 1741 (old style). The curve shows the
average variation of the magnetic declination during April 1997 at
nearby Lovö (Sweden).
Left: Variation during strong Northern Light on March 27th. Also
observed by Graham in London, showing that the aurorae and
magnetic field are connected on a large scale and not just local
meteorological phenomena.

Note there are really two phenomena going on, regular daily
variation and sporadic, large aurora-related excursion…
This is from Hjorter’s original notebook for that day.
Observations were made with an instrument
constructed by Graham.
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Even Rather Simple Instruments
Could Readily Show the Variation
Coulomb
1776

John Canton
[1759] made
more than 4000
observations of
the Declination
on 603 days in
London
Replica

and noted that 574 of these days
showed a ‘regular’ variation,
while the remainder (on which
aurorae were ‘always’ seen) had
an ‘irregular’ diurnal variation.
“Regular Irregularity and
Irregular Regularity”

Canton’s theory was that Temperature
was controlling the magnet, and he
thought that the daily and [predicted]
seasonal variations were proof of that.
Correct application of The Scientific
Method, but nevertheless wrong.
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There Must be More than One Cause
Canton concluded that “The irregular diurnal variation must arise from
some other cause than that of heat communicated by the sun”.
This was also evident from the association of days of irregular
variation with the presence of aurorae.
The different seasonal variations are important clues to the physical processes at work:
Solar ‘Rays’ dependence on Zenith Angle
arc min

Solar ‘Matter’ Semiannual variation

Diurnal Variation of Declination Year 1759
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But a century would now pass before further progress could be made …
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Solar Cycle and Zenith Angle
Control of the Solar ‘Rays’
Diurnal Variation, rY, of Geomagnetic East Component
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1852: “who would
have thought that
one could compute a
terrestrial effect from
observations 8
of
8
of sunspots”

We all Know about Marconi’s LongDistance Radio Transmissions
Wavelength ~350m
At this medium wavelength, reliable long distance
transmission in the daytime is not really possible
because of heavy absorption of the sky wave in
the ionosphere (Marconi didn’t know that…)

Dec. 12, 1901
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Kennelly Suggested a Wave Guide
1902

Arthur E. Kennelly
1861-1939

Oliver Heaviside Got the Same Idea
10th ed. of Enclycopedia Britannica

Oliver Heaviside
1850 -1925
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Ionospheric Conducting Layers
The various
layers reflect
radio waves
Balfour Stewart
1828-1887
Sq currents

Winds moving the charges across the magnetic field
creates a dynamo current, whose magnetic effect we
can observe at the surface as Graham discovered

1882, Encyclopedia
Britannica, 9th Ed.:
“there seems to be
grounds for imagining
that their conductivity
may be much greater
than has hitherto
been supposed.”
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But the Aurorae are Due to that “Other
Cause” (The Solar Atmosphere)
Edward Sabine
1788-1883

As are also the great
magnetic disturbances
associated with them.

Sabine (1852) noted that magnetic
perturbations superimposed on the
daily variation also varied in phase
with the newly discovered Sunspot
Cycle.
Low Latitude Aurorae

White Light

EUV

Major flares were followed by
Solar
strong geomagnetic storms, e.g. Rays
after the Carrington flare in 1859,
generating strong aurorae
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During the Very Successful IGY We
Discovered the Auroral Oval

Olga Khorosheva
1929-2008
Deduced [1962]
the ever-present
oval from All-Sky
camera images
of the aurorae.
Other planets with a
magnetic field have
auroral ovals, too

Jupiter

Saturn
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Electric Current Systems in Geospace

VB
B

nV2
B
We have learned how to extract solar wind
parameters from the geomagnetic record

1840

Now

The material [and magnetized] solar
atmosphere extending past the orbit of
the Earth [the ‘Solar Wind’] interacts with
the magnetic field of the Earth to create a
system of electric currents and plasma
regimes around the Earth from where
charged particles are accelerated along
magnetic field lines towards the Earth to
make the atmosphere glow with auroral
displays along ovals around the poles,
extending to lower latitudes during solar
storms.
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Revised Solar Activity Records
Lockwood et al. 2015

Usoskin et al. 2015

‘Open’ solar flux

Solar Eclipse 1954

Cosmic ray modulation

Svalgaard & Schatten 2016

Group number
13 Feb. 1760

Very good agreement between different reconstructions.
Full Disclosure: There is still a rear-guard debate about the early record
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Long-term Variation of Total Solar Irradiance

2016

Open
Magnetic
Flux

TSI

There is no slowly varying Background acting as Climate Forcing…
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The Great System of Which We Make a Portion

Faraday wrote to R. Wolf on 27th August, 1852: “I am greatly obliged and delighted by
your kindness in speaking to me of your most remarkable enquiry, regarding the
relation existing between the condition of the Sun and the condition of the
Earths magnetism. The discovery of periods and the observation of their accordance
in different parts of the great system, of which we make a portion, seem to be one
of the most promising methods of touching the great subject of terrestrial magnetism...
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Abstract
We discuss the historical development of our understanding of the
influence of solar activity on geospace; from the first glimmer of
awareness to today's practical applications of hard-won knowledge
gained over several centuries. Faraday's words in a letter [1852] to
Rudolf Wolf: "The discovery of periods and the observation of their
accordance in different parts of the great system, of which we make a
portion" underscores the notion of being part of a System. Many cause
and effect interactions work together to modulate and drive each other.
Our modern technological civilization depends in ever-increasing ways
on the behaviour of that Great System; for better and for worse. Great
advances in data collection and international cooperation [e.g. the IGY]
have from time to time spurred on and deepened our understanding. To
tell that story is a privilege. The lesson to be extracted is that unselfish
cooperation and sharing form the bedrock on which future progress
must be build.
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